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NET LIFT!INCREMENT

ATTAINABLE WITH TRAILING-EDGE SPLIT FLAPS

ON TAILLESS AIRPLANES

By Marvin Pitkin and Bernard Maggln

suMwiRY

An analysis has been made of’factors affecting the
net lift increment attainable with trailing-edge spilt
flaps on tailless airplanes. The flaps investigated in
the analysis were designed to contribute zero pitching
moments about the wing aerodynamic center when deflected.
Calculations were made of the lif’tand pltchlng-moment
characteristics of flaps of this type over a range of
design conditions In which sweepback angle, aspect ratio,
taper ratio, flap chord, and flap deflection were widely
varied. In addition, calculations were made to determine
the effect of the varlaus parameters upon the loss in
lift Incurred in trimming the stability moments of a
tailless airplane. A nmthod is given for roughly esti-
mati~ the maximum lift coefficient of tailless airplanes.

The results of the analysis Indicated that aspect
ratio and sweepback angle were the principal parameters
Influencing the net lift Increment attahable with the
flaps on tailless airplanes In trimed flight. An
increase of these parameters allowed the use of larger-
span flaps. Large values of both parameters were required
to obtain sizable lift Increments and to minimize the loss
of lift caused by the longitudinal control surfaces. In
order to utilize fully the high-lift advantages associated
with flaps on swept-backwlngs, the use of tip slots or
washout wI1l probably be required to ellminate the unde-
sirable tip stalling and the accompanying stability losses
caused by large angles of sweepback.

The allowable flap span - and hence the net llft
Incr”ease- of some wi

Y
configurations could be further

Increased by the addlt on of a trtm flap located at the
wing tips and deflected upward.
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. Excessive wing ta~r was shown to”redude the net
lift increment obtainable from flap systems, whereas
increased flap chord and deflection increased the net
lift increment.

I?UTRO~CTION

~ The e~pllcation Of high-lift flaps to a tailless
airplane requires a flap arrar~ement that produces only
small pitching moments nbcut the center of ~avlty of
the aivplane. Such an nrra~er.ent Is necessary because
the elev~tors OILI tizlllaas eirplau3s operate on short
moment nrms ar,dthus prod.uc9relatively small pitching
monents.

The pitc~in~ momen*s pY5dLZ13d b~ Flaps may be kept
small by tineuse of’a bc.sicflap design that has a small
section pitching mcmenk or by t~e use of partial-span
~l~bs on WIKPS }Yithsweepba%k. Ancther method of reducing
the”pltchlng moments of flaps Is to cancel out the diving
moments of one f’lapdeflected downward (des?.gnatedlift
flap) by means of e seccnd flap dei’lacteduyw+rd (desig-
nated trj.m.f’lc.p]an-dpossess.tnga longer lever arm. An
exar-plocf this method of obtaining increasad lift by
means of such e mzltlple-flap system is shown by the con-
ventional airplarx~in *.-{hfchtke trim Slap (elevator)
po~sesses a r,louantarm from 10 to l? tines as long as
that o? the wflngi~.lti’1.ars.

?Mch Information Is available on the section pitching
mon.ent~.nd.l?.ftp~o?dced by various fla~ dastgns, and
some work ha~ b3en dono on .nethodsof ccmputing complete-
wirigmmenfis I&on section dtitaaltt.oughthe data ‘navenot
been d+.rectlydp~ited to tailiess &irpl&ras. In the
present report, ‘;her3sults oflan Exal”@Jlcali.nvastlgatlon
are glveu for ~ w?.clercuge of wing and flap parslrters.
The effect of these p2:=~7.9t2r~u~30J2the net lift tncrement
obtalilalle fi-m, tl~ps on tailless ~.lrplmes in trirmsd
i’li~htL8s beerltreabed. Cwmeni?.onal s~lit flap~ were
ch.os~ntcr the invcst~gctlon because of their simplicity
and because they produce ralatlvely small section pitchi~
mom5nts fon e given llft Incnleaseo

:
Calc7ilat5.onswere ma~e to determine tineeffect of

sweepback, aspect ratio, taper ratio, .fWp chord, and
flap deflection upon tho lift increment obtainable at a ~..

...
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fixed angle of attack by means of flaps creattng zero
pitching moments about %he wing aerodynamic..centerw. Addi-
tional calculations were made to determine the losses In
lift resulting from the elevator deflections required to
trim stability moments. A brief study.was made of
available empirical data concerning the effect of sweep-
back and flaps upon the maximum lift probable In trimmed
flight ●

The lift Increments of different flap arrangements
were determined by the method of reference 1 with a
simple chord correction factor being applied. The
‘pitching moments were computed from a consideration of
the Incremental lift due to the action of the flaps at
each spanwlse section and the center of pressure of this
incremental lift. This procedure 1s scmewhat similar in
basic principles to the method 01’reference 2. The
accuracy of the present method was determined by calcu-
lating by means of this method the lift and moment incre-
ments of flans on 10 different finite winz-flan cmnblna-
tions for which wind-tunnel data were ava~labl;.

SYMBOLS

a

CL

(Ckk)tr
ACL

%

%

angle of attack, degrees

lift coefficient
()

Lift
m

maximum lift coefficient

section lift coefficient
(

Section lift

)qc :

maximum lift coefficient in trimmed flight

increment of lift coefficient

pitching-moment coeffi.clent
(

Pitching moment

q= )

section pitching-moment coefflctent

(

Section pitching mme nt

qc2 ) ,
. .
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increment ot’pttching-moment coefficient

dynamic pressuiie I’Lpvz
[2 )

density of air, slugs pbr cubic feet

wing area, square feet

true airspeed, feet per second

win3 span, except as &esi~mtod otherwise by
subsci~f~t,feet

wing cb.ordat arqvsection, except as designated
otherwise by ~ubacript, feet

root cho~d, feat

mean W-lng

ceatcr of
callsed
ehcrd

chord, fact (Sh)

pressure OF incremental lift lend
by flap deflection, fraction of wing

.

disbrmc9 from center of pressure to reference
pc:.nt,feet

airfo~l thtckness, fraction wing chord

equivalent cha~e in angle of attack for a
given flap deflection, degrees

aspect ratio (b’/s)

taper ratio; rat:o of
root chol’dof wing

angle of sweepback of
degrees

tip chord Of’ Wi~ to

quarter-chord lhe,

theoretical factors that aye functions of
aspect ratio and taper ratto

static-rirgln factor
(%.,.PCL)
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xa.c= ,,distance to aer,odynaudccenter of wing fram
quarter chord of root section, feet “--

c/1+ quarter-chord line

B control-surface deflection, degrees

a slope of lift curve, per degree (b~~a)

Subscripts:

f

L

T

C.g.

a.c.

o

theor

max

1

2

P“

w

bw

flap

lift flap

trim flap

about center of gravity

about wing aerodynanxtccenter

infinite aspect ratio

pertaining to theoretical wing plan forms
given In reference 1

maximum

over flapped part of wing

over unflapped part of wing

longitudinal (pItch) control

unflapped finite wing

basic wing with zero sweepback of quarter-
chord line

METHODS

Calculation of Incremental Lift Caused by Flaps

The increnmntal lift caused by flap deflection at a
constant angle of attack was obtained by integration of
the section incremental load distribution across the

— .- . . — —
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wI% span. These span Ioad.diatributlonswere calculated
by the influence-llnos methcd described In reference 1.
Inasmuch as the data tn reference 1 apply rigorously only
to the wing shapes shown in that report, a chord correc-
tion was applied to the span load dl~trlbutlons obtained
from such data. No correction was applied to the span
loading to account i’orthe effect of sweepback, however,
bscause available data an the fiubjectwere lnconck~slve.
The span loading was corrected for chord by multiplying
the loading at each spanwise station of the wing shape
most similar to that under consideration by the ratio of
the chord of the wing under conside~ation to the chord
of the win~ shape or reference 1.

The r?ethodof ~eference 1 gives the value of incre-
mental ll~t caused by flaps that cre~te an effective
change in angle of attack of 1 ~“adianover the flapped .

parts of the wing. In order to convert such data to the
incremental lift cauced by a different flap deflection,

i

the equivalent Increment of a~le of attack Aa for that
deflection had to be found. For the present analysis,
values of Aa were ottained from data for whgs of
infinite span at a lfl.ftcoefficient of 1.0, which corre-
sponds to an angle of attack of’10° for the average
unflapped wing section. This value was chosen because
the angle Is far enouch below the stall to yield con-
sistent results and, at the same time, Is in the hi.gh-
Mft range at which flaps &re utilized. A typicsl Zncr6-
r.entalspan load distribution caused by fiap deflection
Is presented in figure l(a).

Th~ values of Am used In the analysis were obtained
from reference 3 for split flaps of various chords and
are plotted against flap dGf13ction in fi~e 2. The
lift Increments of constant-chord flaps or arbitrary-
chord distributions were calculated b:-use of a value
of Aa based on the mean flap chord.

Calculation of P~.tchlngMoments Caused by Flaps

The incremental pitching noments caused by ths flaps
were calculated by multiplying the incremental lift loads
caused by f’lapsat each spanwise station by the corre-
sponding moment arms - that is, the distance between the
local center of pressure of the lift load End the moment
axis. Gaaphlcal Integration of the spanwise distributions
of p?.tchlngmoments thus obtained yielded the Incremental
pitching moments created by flap deflections.

.— .
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Calculation of centers of pressure of flap loads
over,flapped partp o-f.,wi~ .- The center of pressure of
the lnoremental lift loads over the f“lappbdparts of the
wing O.p.f

1
was calculated from section data by the

simple relation

~

(C1.p.f = a C.p.f - 0.25) + 0.25
1 0

(1)

Uquatlon (1) can be rigorously applied only to a
finite wing that is equipped with full-span flaps for
which tk.elocal llft-curve slopes are equal to that of
the wing as a whole. I%is equation, however, was found
to define the center oi’pressure of the flap load over
any flapped part of’the wing with satisfactory accuracy.

Values of the lift-curve slope for wings of infinite
aspect retio a.o vgry with airfoil thickness and were
selected from t.~eCaha of refer9nce 2. Values of the
1~.ft-curvssl.cpefcr ~inlte win.zs a were calculated by
the formula -

Feo
a=——

~ + 5793~~

-rTA

also nresented in reference 2. The

(2)

factor F. which iS
a correction fact..~’Lnlf_olVli~ aspect ratio ati taper ratio,
vm?ies between J.$3 ~iti 1.00. A I’alueof 0.99 was used in
the present repcut.

A study of d~.tafor the NACA 230-series airfoil
(reference 3) :~d:cated that the center of pressure of
incremental flep loads on wings of infinite aspect ratio
C.pcf was independent of flap deflection but varied

somew&.t with angle of attack and considerably with air-
foil thiclmess and flap chord. All values of O.pofl

# were chosen at an angle of attack of 10°, the angle ~f
attack at which th-elift increments were calculated. ThO
effect of flap chord and airfoil thickness upon C.p.fn

was determined .frOIU the force-test data of reference 3-
and is shown in figure 3. ~e variation of C.p.f with

o

— -._. —-.
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flap chord, as calculated by llfttng-llne theory for
wings of infinlt9 aspeot ratio, is also given in f!gure 5
for comparison.

By use of’equation (1), calculations were made to
determl~e the center of’pressure of the Incremental flap
loads over the flapped parts of the finite wing c.p.f .

1
F@ure ~ presents the c~.lculatedvariations of c.p.f

1
with aspect ratio for split flaps of’vartous chords on
moderately thjck [16 percent) a~rfoils. Agreement of
these calculated VRIUSS wltn available data I’orrectan-
gulm wlr~s with full-span flaps iir~s found to be good.

Center of prcsmro of incremental fl~ loads over—— .—.——— — ——. — ———
~lapped parts of the win~.- The center-of-pressure
distribution of the inc~’ementalflap loads over the
unf’lapped~mmts of the wing c.p.fb2 was obtained from

the pre~sure-~istribution data of refsi’ence6 that are
shown in fi~me j. These data i.ndtcatedthat the value
of C.-D.f

1
nay he satisfactorily calculated by equation(1)

and that the spanwise distribution of c.p.f2 may be simu-

lated by a ltne fa:red between ths C.@c station at the

flap end to the 0.25c station at a point O.~($ from the

flap sni’.;the Induced loads due to tha flap ray thereafter
be considered to act along the 0.2~c llne. ~T use of the
values tlws obtained, the center-of-pressuredistribution
of Incremental loads caused by flaps may be read!l~
determined for any desired wing-flap configuration.
Fl~e l.(b)?.llustrateatyplcai center-oi’-pr~ssuredis-
tributions for constant-cho~’dflape. ??hepitching-moment
distributions cjbtalrledby use of such data in conjunction
wttb.the span loading are Illustrated in figure l(c).

Accuracy

In order to deterud.rie
methods and de.taDresented

of’Jiethods

tiheover-all accuracy of’the
herein, the increl~entaiflap

lift and.pltchl~~%omant coei’fici~ntsxere calculated -
for 10 finihe wing-flap combhatlona for which wlnd-
tunnel force-test data were available. The close agree-
ment of calculated with measured vulues is shown in
f~gure 6.
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m Li$’devaluation under Trimmed-Fll@t,., .-. . . .

9,.

bConditio
-.

A certain percentage of the ltft created by the
lifting surfaces of * airplane Is lost in trimmed flight
owing to the action of the trlnzuingsurfaces In balancing “
pitching moments. Such a loss of lift is considered
herein to be divtsible Into two parts. The first part Is
the loss of lift that is encountered in trhanlng flap
moments; the second part Is the-loss encountered in
trimming the pitching moments created by the longitudinal
stability of the airplane. These lift losses have been
treated separately in the present analysis.

Net lfft increment caased by flans.- If the basic-
wlng pitching moments at zero lift are neglected, the
lift lost in trlmulng the flap moments is caused by the
trimming surfaces in balancing the flap moments abcut
the wing aerodynamic center. The net gain in lift caused
by fl~p deflection is, therefore, the lift increment
caused by flap deflection minus the lift lost in trimming
the :?lap moments about the wing aerodynamic center.
The net gain In lift caused by flaps in trinmed flight is
therefore automatically obtained for the flaDs that
create zero pitching m&ents about the wing
center. All flap combinations investigated
analysis were, for this reason, designed to
Incre;,lentalpitching moments about the wing
center.

aerodynamic
in this
create zero
aerodynamic

?%? each design configuration investigated, the
Incremental lift of the flaps was obtained for a series
of lift flaps of various spans extending outboard from
the center line of the wing and for a series of trim
flaps extending inboard from the wing tip.

The location of tb.eaerodynamic center for the wing
shape under Invostlgation was then determined from the
fGllowimg formula given In reference 2:

xa.c. = Hb tan A (3)
b

where H is a function of aspect ratio and taper anti
may bc obtained from reference 2.

After the location of the wing aerodynamic center
has been determined, the Iilcremantalpitching moments of

\

.-— —- — .— -—.- ---—-— . .— _ — .— . . -. . -. — — .
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the lift and trim flaps were calculated about the wing
aerodynamic center. Each lift flap was then matched with
a trim flap so that the combined incremental pitching .
moments of the two flaps were equal to zero. For some
arrangements, a Mft flap existed that created no moments
about the aerodynamic centar. This type of flap is

“self-trimming flap.fireferred to herein as a The net
llft Increment used to evaluate a given flap system was
then obtained by deducting the loss ia lift due to the
trim flap from the lift lncren.entcreated by the corre-
sponding lift flap.

Equstion (3) does not take account of the rearward
shift of aerodynar.iccenter caused by the shift of loading
toward the W1n6 tip as tk9 wing is swept back. The data
of re~ei-ence10 and unpublished t’orce-testdata from the
NACA lg-foot pressure famnsl indicate that this s’niftmay
be as large ae 5 percent of the mean aerod-ic chord.
The results of the analysis are therefore believed to be
somewhat conservative and should probably indicahe net
lift increments larger than those actually determined.

Lif’t10SS caused by lo~qitudi~l stabilit~.- The
lift lost by the longitudinal control surfaces in trimming
stability mormnts is associated with a pltc-nlngmoment
about tk.ewing aerodynamic center equal and opposite
to hcL, where h is the static-~rgin factor b~c.g~h CL.

This loss is zero when the longitudinal stability is z~ro
(h = 0) and may therefore be attributed to the airplane
design rather than to the flap sharacheristics.

Inasmuch.as the longitudinal control surfaces of
tailless airplanes are normally nouutad at the wing tips,
the dat& from the trim-flap calculations were used to
obtain the lift lost by su& controls f’or
bility moments.

SCCPE OF CALCUL.lTIOhS

All calculations made in the present
based on val~l.esor flan effectiveness and

various sta-

analysis were
the center of

pressure of the flap lhad obteingd by averagtng section
force-test d~ta for the NACA 230U. and NACA Z3021 airfoils.
The calculations are therefore most applicable to air-
planes e uipped with moderately thick wing sections

z(about 1 percent) of the NACA 230 series.
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Calculations were made first cd’the net lift
Increases, at-a oonatant..angle..ofattack, caused by-” w
0.30c flaps deflected 600 and installed on a wl~ with
aspect ratio of 7.3, sweepback angle of’20°, and taper
ratio Of 0.25. Each “ofthese wing and flap parameters
was then varied Independently of the others. The design
parameters were varied as follows:”

Sweepback angle, degrees . . . . . . . . . . 10, 20, 30
Aspectratlo . . . . . . .“. . . . . . . 6, 7.3, 10, 16
Taper ratio ● **99. ● m 0.25, 0.50, 1.00
Flap chord, p~r~e~t”c” . . . . . . . . .

k
10, 20, 30, 0

Flap defl.ectlon,degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to -0

The lift loss caused by trim flaps of various spans was
also calculated over the range of design parameters In
order to permit estlmatlGn of the llft lost by deflection
of the longitudinal.control surface. The maxjmum lift
coefficient of a tailless airplane that incorporated the
design features shown to
lift was then estimated.

RESULTS

be fkvor~ble for

AND DISCUSSION

obtaining h@h

The results of the analysis are presented in
figures 7 to 14, which show the variation of the allowable
flap span and the net lift increments due to flaps with
each of the basic desi~n parameters. A gain in the net
lift increment obtained by the vcriation of one design
parameter cannot be added directly to the gain obtained
by the variation of another parameter because these gains
were generally obtained by an extension in flap span.
Two design changes, each of which permits an extension
of a given flap equal to 0.411b would not therefore
necessarily permit an exteilsionof 80 percent when acttng
together. Such changes would result In a larger allowable
flap span, but the actual quantitative magnitude of the
increase would have to be recalculated.

b

Effect of Flap Chord

Lift-flap chord.- The effect of increasing the chord
of the lift flap is shown in figure 7. Arrows and points
sre included as an aid in using the chart, and an example
of the use of” this figure follows:
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If the chord and span of a self-trimming flap
that yields

(AcLf)ne~
= 0.31 are to be found,

point a is first located on the net-llft scale
and the arrow 1s followed to point b. Point b
indicates that a lift-flap chord of 0.235c Is
r9qLlired. Following the arrows from point b to
point c and then to potnt d indicates that the
required flap extends over tileinboard section a
distance equal to 0.20b. In a slmllar manner, the
dimensional characteristics of’a multiple-flap
system may be obtained. For example, followlng the
a~ro~s fi~ po~nt a to points e, f, and g shows
that the same net increzmritallift may be obtained
from a system consisting of a G.36b lift flap and
a 0.20b trti flap, toth cf 0.13~.

The data present9d In figure ~ silowthat an increase
in flap chord on a tailless airplane causes an almost
linear Increase in the net l~f% increment d~e to the
flaps. Although this lift increase Is caused largely by
the Increase in Aa that accompanies an increase In flap
chord, this action Is further re:nforsed by the forward
shift of the center of ~resaure of flap loads with
increased flap chord. This center-of-pressure change
allows exteimion of the flap span for a given flap
pitchi~ moment and hence increases the net lift attainable
in trirmed flight.

The data of ftguro 7 show also that the addition of
trim flaps to the outboard wing sections permits an
extension of the allowable lift-flap span and results in
Increased net lift increments for a given pitching moment.
The increase in lift with a given increase in flap chord
is more pronounced for the multiple-flap systems because
of the greater allowable span of the lif’tflaps, A
multlnle-flap system occupies more span for a given lift
increment,.however,than a self-trl~muhg flap and conse-
quently leaves less span for lateral and longitudinal
control surfaces.

Trim-flap chord.- The effect of varying .thechords
of the trim flaps required to trim a series of constant-
chord Mft flaps is shown in figure 8. Theso data show
that varying the trim-flap chord had no appreciable
effect uron the net lift produced by a multiPle-fleP
system but that the principal effect was to decrease the
required trim-flap span as the trim-flap chord was increased.
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The variation of trim-flap chord had no effect on
“ the net-Mft-produced-tby a multlple.-$.l.apsystem, because
the rearward shift in center of pressure of the local””- “
flap loads with decreasing flap chord was offset by the
decrease in moment arm that reoulted from the required
increase In trim-flap span. Varying the trim-flap chord
thus caused little or no variation in the effective
moment arm of trim flaps for a given pitching moment; the
llft lost by these flaps therefore was, for practical
purposes, independent of flap chord. If the primary con-
sideration is the span available for control surfaces,
large-chord trim flaps would generally be desirable.

The data of figure 8 indicate that, for the wing
conditions speclfled, a lift flap of 0.215b is self-

“trimming. Flap spans smaller thq”O.215b create s’jalllng
moments and consequently require trim flaps that are
def’lected.downward. .

Effect of Flap Deflection

The ef~ect of flap deflection upon the net lift
increments produced by flaps is a.function only of the
resulting increase in angle of attack Aa because the
ceilterof pressure of flap loads was found to be almost
independent of flap deflection. The variation of net
lift Increment with flap deflection Is shown in figure 9.
Thege data Indlcato that the largest practicable flap
deflection ShC)Llld be used. For split flaps on thin to
moderately thick wings, howevsr, there is little increase
h Aa and hence In net lift for deflections greater
than 600.

Effect of Sweepback

The results of the calculations made for a range of
sweepback angles from 10o to 300 are shown in figure 10. r

b! Arrnngementa ai’self-trimming flaps are not possible for

t

a wing of zero swespback, because the resultant centroid
of flap loads would act behind the wing aerodynamic center
and would not satisfy the requirements of zero pitching
moment,“ Sweepback of the wing, however, so shifts the
wing aerodynamic center and thb wing sections that the
lift-flap centroids of Incremental load move forward

-— -. -. - .— — . -—--- - —- .—-
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reiatlve to the wing aerodynamic center and.trim-flap
centroids-move reaiward. As the sweepback angle .is
increased,therefore, ono angle is reached at which the
center of pressure of flap loads at the wing center line
acts at the same fore-and-aft location as the wing
aerodynamic center. This sweepback angle Is the minimum
angle at whtch sel,f-trimmingflaps may be employed. For
the particular winC used in the calculations shown in
fi~ure 10, this minimum sweepback angle was 1~.5°. Further
Increase in swecpback angle allows the use of larger-span
selr-trhminz .i’lapsanflr~sults in sizable not lift coef-
fici6ntG. ‘Me followin~ values taken from figure 10
illustrate tinercpid rise of net lift coefficient with

3{)

\l lowable span for
s~lf-trimmingflap

percent b)

:
16
22

Tlmse values do not include consideration of the effect
of sweapback OILthe stalling and hence on the maximum
lift characterlsttcs of’an airplane,

The resl~ltspresented In figure 10 indicate that
net lift increr.entslarger than those attainable from
self’-trimnin~flaps may be obtaiaed by coupling the lift
flars with trim flaps loCRte(iat the tips - particularly
if the sweepback anglo is smtill. Use of these multiple-
flap systems provides the means of cbtaining lift incre-
ments from trailing-ed~e flaps for sweepback angles below
the min:.muman~le f’orself-trimminc flaps. A multiple-
flbp system, however, provi.do~s smaller llft increese
per unit span utllizeclby thn flaps than the self-trinzning
flap.

TIM lift incre~se due to incrGase in allowable flap
span wj.thincrcascd awoepback an@ is n~t all gain inas-
much as an lncreaso in aweepback engle also reduces the
lift-curve slope mnd shifts th~ win~ stcll to the wing
tips. ThG th~oretical .nmlysis of refcn%ncc 11 indicates

——. ,,. . ,-.
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that the loss In lift-curvo slope varies approxtitely as
~q cosine of the angle.of sweepback. As a rough approxi-n.
mation,’the””maklmumlift coefflei.ent-of-awing,also.waa ..
assumed to vary as tho cosine or the angle of sweepback.
Figure 11 presents availqble wind.tunnel force-test data
concerning the reduction of CL- due to sweepback

angle. In addition to reducing maximum lift, wing-tip
stalling may also produce undesirable longitudinal and
lateral stability characteristics. Some feature that
WOUIC1ellminate or reduce the effects of the wing-tip
.stalling should therefore be Incorporated in the design
of the wing. Wing-tip slots or washout has already
provc~dto be beneficial in this respect. Ihe results of
reference 15 indicate that as much as 30 percent of the
lift 10SQ due to”aweepback may be i’ecoveredby washout.
Part of the lift loss due to sweepback will probably be
recovered on most tailless alr~lanes. in&snLuch as smue
washout 5.susually used.

Effect Of Aspect

Results of the aspect-ratio
sented In fi&-G 12 and Indlcnte

.

Ratio

calculations are pre-
that sizable net llft

incrcmen%s c~umot bo obtained, even for win~s M.th large
sweepback an&lF.s,wherltho aspect ratio 3s small (lGas
than ~). IZ2CP6ELShg the EMpOCt rstto abave 5 result~d
In a rapid Increaso in the allowablG flap span. At high
aspect ratios (about lC.),lift Incrcronts cam~hrablo
with tnose for convc!ntionalairplaws wer~ calculated
for tailless airplanes. ‘Ihesotrends am illustrated in
the following table:

A
A ()“Lf net

llowable span for
self-trting flap. . percent c)

?
:; o

.18 ;
‘1::: “ “ ●

34
~$

12,0 1:06
14.0 1.10 z1

#

The results of figure 12 show also that the officlancy
of the trim fl~p In neutralizing pitching moments without
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qndue loss in lift decreases with increased aspect ratio
and that use of this flap system is not warranted at high
aspect ratios. For high aspect ratios, the single self-
trlmnlng flap occupios almost all or all the span that
can be.allowed for flaps without reducing the span neces-
sary for lateral control and, as previously shown,.the
self-trhmlng flap yields higher lift increments than
the multiple-flap system of equal span.

The aspect-ratio calculations explain the diffi-
culties encountered In trying to obtain high lifts on
tailless fighter airplanes. In an lnvastigation in the
EACA free-flight tunnel (unpublisk9d data) of a model of
a tailless fighter a~rplanc with .asDsctratio of 5.1 and
with sweepback angles of ~“ md 3~”, a maxtmum Increase
In the net incremental maximum lift coefficient of only
0.11 was obtained with the best of a large variety of
flap SySteriSoperating under trimmed-flight conditions.
The present oalcul.ationsshow that a lift Increment nine
tfmo~ this value would ha cbtained for a similar airplano
having twice the aspect ratto. Trailing-edge-flap lift
Increments approaching those of flapped conventional
airplanes th& seem to be obtainable only on tailless
airp~ane~ of fairly kL~@ ~=pect ratio.

The results of the aspect-ratio calculations can be
explained by consideration of the action of increased
aspect rntio upon the aerodynamic center of a swept-back
Wlrlg● As previously shown by cquatZon (3), the fore-and-
aft location of tha wing aeroflynamiccenter 1s defined
by the relatlon ‘aac. = ‘~ tan A. For a &iven wing

&reE, an $ncrsgse in aspect ratio increasea both H
and b and consdqu~~itly.results M =“rearward-shift in
the win,%aerodynamic center. ~.ls action results in a
reductian of the tlivlngmomt?nts.creatgdby flans and
hence allows ex%6ii&3.en.”oftli~Ilft-’flap*p&ns For a given
pitcking moment. This fact explains the l“apidincrense
in net llft incro~i~ntwith .lncroc.sed~spect ratio. The
morwnt arms of tl!9outboard sections are similarly
reduced tifthIncrease M aspect ratic and a greater lift
loss is Gheraby incurred for++ &ivan required trimming
momrwrt-,..~ection of the fo.~lq.. Xadc.-= Hb t~L

Ifidlcatesthat the largest.efrect af aspect ratio occurs
whan tha sweepb&ck angle is large. H$gh lifts are most
readily attained, thareforo, far relatively large values
of both aspect ratio and swaopback angle.
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L. Effect of Taper Ratio
# . . .

Results of’taper.ratio calculations are presented in
figure 13, which shows that an Increase in taper ratio
allows a sizable increase in the net lift Increments of
self-trimming flaps only when the taper ratio Is initially
small. For valuss of taper ~atio higher than 0.5, the
gain In net lift increment with increased taper ratio is
negligible. For the airplane investigated, increasing
the taper ratio from 0.21jto Q.5CIIncreased from O.&
to 0.66 the allowable net lift Increment obtainable by
self-trirming flaps. A further Increase in taper ratio
to 1.0 increased the net lift increment to only 0.70.
The resuits of fl~e lJ also shou a successive decrease
In trim-flap tifficlencyas the taper ratio is increased
from small vclues to 0.5. Above 0.5, however, a slight
gain in tha trim-fI.&peff’icieucyis afforded by increased
taper ratio. This value seems to indicate the point at
which the direct effect of increasing the tip chord
offsets the decreased moments of ths o-~tboardsections
caused by the shift of tk.eaerodynamic center.

An ~ncrease in taper ratio results in a rearward
shift of the wing cerodpamlc center. lt would thus be
expected that, as the tcper ratio is increased, the flap
moments would be reduced and, thel’eiore,that self-
trhmin~ flaps of larger span could be used. Increasing
the tancr ratic of a given wl~, however, causes also a
redu~ti~n in the c~.orflsof the Inboard secticjr.sand an
increase in the chords of ths outboard sections. The
gaj.nin lift-flap span allowable, due to the aerodynamlc-
center movement wtth increased taper ratio, Is thus
increasingly opposed by the decreasing chord of the
inboard sections. In a slmilsr manner, the decrease in
trim-flap efficiency caused by shortened moment arms with
Increased taper ratio is offset by the Increaae in chord
of the outboard secttons.

In addition to the favorable effect of’moderate
taper ratio (about 0.5) upon the lift produced by fla~s
on tailless atrplanes, further advantages are reallzed
by taper ratios of this order. The wing-tip stalllng
characteristics are more satisfactory for moderately
tapersd wlngG than for highly tapered wings. Moderately
tapered designs therefore allow use of larger angles of
sweepback bei’oresizable losses in lift me incurred.
Reference 17, in addition, shows that moderately tapered
wing designs (taper ratio between 0.33 to 0.5) are
structurally most efficient.
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LMt Loss in Obtaining Longitudinal Trim

The calculations made to determine the effect.of
the parameters on the lift and pitching-moment character-
istics of the trim flaps are also aDpllcable to the study
of the lift loss incurred In balancing the stability
moments of the airplane. The effects of varying the
trim-flap chord are presented fn fl~e ~, whtch shows
that no appreciable change In lift occurs with varying
the trim-flap chord for a given pitching moment. A study
of the effect of taper rat~o also indicated that this
effect on the lift loss due to tri.nwould be negligible.
The effect of taper ratio on the lift loss incurred in
trimming a moment oi’0.10 about the aerodymsmic center
of a wing with sweepback angle of 20° and aspect ratio
of 7.3 1s shown in the followlng table:

II
0.25 -0.23
.~o -m~i
1.00 -.18

-.

The effects of aspect ratio and sweepback on the lift
loss resulting from the addit?.onaltrim required for
lo~itudinal control are summarized in figure 14. These
data indicete that large values of aspect ratio and
sweepback angle are required to minimize the lift loss
resulting from the additional trim requirements.

The data of figure ~ may be applied to trim controls
ushg di.~ferentchords or deflections or to control
surf~ces other than the plain split flap, If the centroid
of Incremental flap load 1s located at approximately the
same chordwise station as that of the split flap. An
inciaefi.c~ntalangle of attack Au = 8.4-0 was used to make
the calculations required for figure 14. In order to
convert the data of figure 14 to other flap chords, flap “
deflections, or airfoil sections, the scales of the graphs
can be multiplied by the ratio of incremental angles of
attack.
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Estimation of Maximum Lift Coefficient of Flapped

Tailless Airplanes in Trtmmed Fli@t - -

Ilurlngthe course of the investigation, It was
recognized that the data obtained in the analytical and
empirical studies could be employed to give an indication
of the maximum lift coefficient attainable with trallhg-
edge split flaps on t“alllessairplanes.

The maximum lift coefficient of a tailless airplane
in trinmed flight with flaps deflected may be expressed
in summary foti as

(’hx)~r = (Ckmx)w+“Lf - ‘osses

The lift losses of a tailless airplane may be con-
sidered to originate from three sources - the loss due
to the longitudinal control surface, the loss In maximum
lift Induced by sweepback, and the loss due to change of
wing stalling characteristics when the flaps and longi-
tudinal control surface are deflected. The first two
sources have already been discussed. The loss due to
trim is given in figure L!+,and the loss induced by
sweepback can be assumed to vary roughly as the cosine
of the angle of sweepback. The change in stalling char-
acteristics of a wing, when the flaps and longitudinal
control surface are deflected, may change the angle of
attack at which the maximum lift occurs and may change
also the characteristics of the nonlinear portion of the
lift curve. These effects may cause the increase in
maximum lift produced by flaps to vary from the value of
the lift increase produced by flaps at a wing angle of
attack of 10°. Because stall prediction is uncertain
and because of the complex nature of the problem, no
attempt has been made in the present investigation to
analyze accurately the factors affecting the flapped-wing
stall. A statistical study, however, was made concerning
the ratio of Incremental maximum lift coefficient pro-

80 duced by flaps
, (AC%)=

to the incremental lift coeffi-

I cient produced by flaps at an angle of attack of 10°

(AcLf)a=~@’
These data were obtained from available

wind-tunnel force-test data and are presented in figure 15.

—-—
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These data Indicate that a ratio of (ACLf)mu/(AcLf) a=loO

of 0.9 would be a good mean value. An indication of the
maximum trim ltft coefflctent can now be obtained from
the relationship

where ACLD corresponds to the lift lost by a control

surface th~t ~lelds a p~tching--momentcoefficient about
the aerodynamic center equal to

‘(c%a.X)~r andm’he
obtained from figure l!+. It should be noted that AC

%
1s a function of {C

)
and hence equation (4) has

\ %X tr
to be solved by the trial-and-error method.

High-Lift Design for Tailless Airplanes

The present analysis has Indicated that by proper
design a tailless airplane may obtain mximum lift coef-
ficients comparable with those of conventional aircraft.
A design that combines the features shown by the present
results to be favorable for achieving high values of
mxlmum lift coefficient Is shown in figure 16. ‘;lith
this design, ?.tis estimated that a
ctent of 2.0 in trimmed fli.gl%twith
margin may be obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

maximum lift coeffi-
a 5-percent static

The conclusions dravm from an analysis of factors ‘
aJ?fectingthe net lift increment obtainable from trailfng-
adge spilt flaps on tailless airplanes in trhmed flig!ht
follow:

1. The mnximum llft coefficient of tailless airplanes
may be of the order of 2.0 oa greater for reasonabl

~
large

values of’aspect ratio (10) and swoepback angle (20 ).
Low values of aspact ratto (5) and sweepback angle (10°)
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will llmit the incremental lift obtained with flaps to
L small values and will also re,sultin excessive lift

losses due to longltudlual control.

2. The higlhestnet lift increments will be obtained “
horn flaps on wing desl~ns that allow use of single
inboard self-trimming lift flaps which occupy all the
wing span not taken up by other control surfaces.

3. For wing designs that limlt the span of the “
Inboard self-trimming lift flap to a fraction of the
span otherwise allowable, further Increases in net lift
msy be obtained by use of a multiple-flap s~stem con-
sisting of an inboard lift flap deflected downward and
an outboard trim flap deflected upward.

k. Excessive taper will reduce the net lift obtainable
from flaps on tailless airplanes. Taper ratios of 0.5 or
greater are recommended for tailless-airplane designs.

5. Increased flap chord and deflection w1ll lead to
Increased net lift increments due to flaps.

6. For wi~-tip elevators, a~pect ratio and sweep-
back are the controlling factors In minimizing the lift
loss fcr obtainin~ trim of a given pitching moment.
Taper ratio and elevator chord have little effect on the
trim loss.

Lanqle~ Yamorlal Ae~onautical Laboratory
??akio~l~lAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics

L&n3My Field, ‘la..
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